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The underlying reason for our business is to ensure the
retirement stability and overall financial wellness of our
end clients – the participants, retirees, and beneficiaries
of the retirement plans that we all support. In order to
provide our constituents with much needed confidence,

it is imperative that we communicate, educate, and
advise effectively. Given the disparate, often confusing
methods that are used to describe products and services
to educate participants, we are sometimes doing a disservice to the very people we pledge to serve.
What We Say Matters!
How much is enough money to last through retirement? How do I know when I have saved enough?
What does “Retirement Readiness” mean versus “Financial Wellness”? What products are best suited to
meet my needs? What is the 4% rule and is it even
relative to my situation? Is an annuity right for me?
What about Target Date Funds? What about fees and
the costs associated with these products? Is my advisor
only incented to have me increase accumulations, but
not to help guide me through the drawdown phase of
retirement?
In addition to the above questions, a large concern for
our industry is whether we have allowed our product
strategy and profitability to drive solutions for participants. Mark Twain was famously quoted as saying “To
a man with a hammer, everything looks like a nail”.
For insurance companies, are annuities hard coded into
their strategy, whether they best meet the needs of
the participant or not? What about if the product mix
does not include insurance products?
It’s no wonder that participants today have high levels
of anxiety about their ability to retire with the confidence that what they have saved throughout their
career will be enough. And depending on who provided them their investing information, they will likely
see pitches for everything from a mutual fund path to
retirement, to buying gold and silver, and every other
possible combination.

What would it look like if we could create a standard lexicon and understanding of products across the industry?
What if our product recommendations were tied to the
unique needs of those we serve? How might that impact
those who are saving to retire? Would this be beneficial
for participants in all types of retirement plans?
What Must Be Overcome?
Communication Barriers
Our industry should attempt to adopt common terminology when discussing retirement. Most firms now
agree that complete financial wellness is the goal for
helping participants prepare for a successful retirement.
But the definition differs depending on the source of
the information.

If we can agree on a common lexicon when speaking
on these topics, we can make the retirement predicament become less confusing for a large majority of our
participants, beneficiaries, and retirees.
Legislative Barriers
A possible challenge to the private retirement industry
looms ahead with the recent shift toward mandatory
state-run plans in several states. Some private sector
providers are not equipped to compete with the low
cost and balance models that are being proposed in
many of these states.
• Is the state model the best approach for ensuring retirement security for Americans who are not covered
by a private employer plan?
• Is there a hybrid model that is the future of retirement in America? If so, are our firms set to thrive in
that new world?
Integration Barriers
One way of better ensuring participant success is to
allow increased access to non-proprietary products and
services. Whether it is advisory services or other types
of products that are not offered by firms, the challenge
will be the cost of enhanced integration required to
seamlessly provide access. Our industry has solved
similar

• According to recent studies, participants believe that
they will be able to withdraw as much as 10% or
more per year of their retirement account and still
have enough assets to last a lifetime. This creates a
huge challenge for our industry. Understanding the
payout strategies available to participants is critical
to ensuring their money can last.
• Do we have the Data and Service Models needed to track a participant from their younger days
(pre-family), through the various stages of life to
assure they are covered for college, long term health
care, life insurance, and into a retirement that is
void of financial risk?
• What does Lifetime Income mean in our environment? Can we even agree on the stages that need
to be accounted for in the lifespan of a participant?
• Where does Social Security fit into the overall retirement picture? Can our participants reasonably
expect to receive benefits for their retirement?

issues in the past, such as open architecture devised
for investments. However, some of the data needed
to support new product offerings create challenges in
sharing and integration.
And what of the cyber-security risks associated with
sharing data and products? How can our industry solve
these and other problems?
Corporate Goals Barriers
Most companies are intended to be profit making entities. As a result, anything that threatens their bottom
line is considered verboten, sometimes even if the result
would be for the “greater good” of participants. Some
companies insist that a baseline that includes annuities
is the best way to provide a foundation for retirement.
Others, whose product mix does not include annuities,
promote the supposed high costs of these products and
steer participants away. But are all annuities equal or
are there options available within retirement plans that
can be low cost and secure? Is this stereotype still true?
Are there non-annuity options that can provide the
same level of security and foundational income for life?

What Is the Answer?
Many in our industry have worked hard to address a
number of these important and compelling issues in
the name of doing the right thing. Participant Education and Advice Services have increased dramatically
in recent years. Plan providers and recordkeepers who
better understand their role perform due diligence at
higher rates than ever when vetting potential service
provider partners.
Perhaps it is naïve to believe that our providers truly
have the best interest of plan participants at heart and
that corporate profits are secondary in nature to performing a critical role of retirement security. Enterprise
Iron believes that the companies who truly operate in

that manner will be the real winners in the long run.
Enterprise Iron wants to be a part of the larger conversation and invite our industry partners to join us.

About Enterprise Iron
Enterprise Iron specializes in operations and technology consulting and managed services. Dedicated
exclusively to the financial services industry, Enterprise
Iron ensures success for our clients by executing with
excellence to consistently deliver results on numerous,
significant engagements, with a special emphasis on
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For more information, visit www.enterpriseiron.com or
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